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AuthorHouse. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 520 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x
1.1in.StrategicAlliance is a political sciencefiction novel that synthesizes scientific philosophy in
conjunction to tacticalstrategy adopted in the forum of political movement. It is both a historical
and contemporaryanalysis of methodology incorporated by militant leadership and or
formationswho espouse Democratic Sovereignty for New African colonial subjects heldwithin the
apex of white supremacy and its international dictatorship of withinthe apes of white supremacy
and its international dictatorship of globaleconomic imperialism. Conceived withinthe dialectics of
militarism Strategic Alliance establishestheoretical concepts in (3) three specific areas of focal
point. 1. ) Revolutionary Philosophy2. ) Organizational Structure (politicalDictatorshipMilitary)3. )
Political Economy- Socialist EconomicsWrittenfrom the perspective of a New Afrikan Revolutionary,
StrategicAlliance gives the reader insight into the psychological mind set ofthose who were forced
underground by the U. S. Government clandestine war ofcounter intelligence to destroy the
infrastructure of New African LiberationOrganizations. Giving credence tovarious dialectical points
of view, Strategic Alliance has within its chapters actual government documents released under
thefreedom of Information Act, and those seized from an intelligence storagefacility used by the
government; which precipitated a forced admittance to theexistence of the Counter Intelligence
program. This book is a documentation...
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Very helpful to all of class of folks. This is certainly for all who statte there had not been a worthy of studying. Once you begin to read the book, it is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Jayda Lehner Jr.-- Jayda Lehner Jr.

Certainly, this is actually the best function by any article writer. It is actually writter in straightforward words and never confusing. Your life period is going
to be convert once you total looking over this ebook.
-- Mrs. Yolanda Reilly V-- Mrs. Yolanda Reilly V
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